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Wu Chi heard the words, screamed like a beast, and moved.
As fast as rushing to the thunder, the body brought out an afterimage,
and blasted Yash
Nics with a punch.
Yash Nics did not evade, his face was calm, and he raised his hand with a
punch.
boom!
The two fists collided.
Yash Nics’s figure is like Yuanruyue, without moving.
On the contrary, it was Wu Chi. There was a slight cracking sound from
the bones of his
arms, and the bones of his arms were shocked by Yash Nics’s punch,
causing countless
cracks.
He snorted and took seven or eight steps back to stabilize his figure.
Everyone at the scene opened their eyes wide. Just now, with a violent
storm, the Wu Chi
who killed six Dongying masters in one breath was actually beaten
backwards by Yash
Nics?
Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were all excited when they
saw this scene.
Song Qingqing, who was in Song Pingting’s arms, did not honestly close
her eyes as her
mother ordered.
Her father punched Toumiao to defeat the bad guys, because too little
face flushed with
excitement, excited call blurts: “! I said my father is the most powerful,
Terrific Dad”

had tilted his legs, Rao I am interested in appreciating Lin Ting, who is
killing Yash Nics by
Wu Chi. Seeing this scene, the leisurely look on his face disappeared,
replaced by a deep
shock.



He stood up involuntarily, stared at the scene in disbelief, and lost his
voice: “What, Wu Chi
was knocked back by Yash Nics, how is this possible!” The
bones of Wu Chi’s right arm had all been shattered. The right arm
slumped weakly.
However, the severe pain made him take a stimulant and made his scalp
numb.
His eyes are like electricity, and the whole person is even more crazy.
If he was like a beast just now, then he is now a wounded beast.
Although injured, but even more cruel!
He grinned and bared his teeth, looking at Yash Nics with a grin: “Jie Jie,
so strong, really a
super strong I have never met before. I am so excited that my blood is
boiling. It is
interesting to fight a super master like you. . ”
he said here, suddenly shouted:”! give me dead, ”
Wu Chi roaring sound from the moment of his feet Bang bang, extremely
hard ground,
spider web-like cracks actually appear.
He flew high like a cannonball, volleyed with lightning, and kicked Yash
Nics.
The audience in the audience all exclaimed. Lin Ting clenched his fists
and muttered to
himself excitedly: “Haha, this is the true strength of Wu Chi!”
At this moment, Yash Nics snorted coldly. Kicked high, shocked.
Snapped!
A loud noise!

Yash Nics kicked Wu Chi’s body in the mid-air, and there was a
frightening explosion.
But what is incredible is that Yash Nics kicked Wu Chi, but Wu Chi was
not kicked off by
Yash Nics, but weirdly stuck to Yash Nics’s leather shoes.
The scene is quiet!
Everyone looked at this scene on the stage in disbelief!
Lin Ting’s eyes were about to bulge out, and he couldn’t wait to stare to
the fullest to see if
this was true.



Yash Nics retracted his legs, and the body of Wu Chi in the air lost
support and fell onto the
stage with a snap.
Wu Chi’s corpse is like a puddle of mud!
It turned out that the horrible power of Yash Nics’s foot just now was
completely absorbed
by Wu Chi’s body, causing Wu Chi’s body’s bones and internal organs to
be shattered.
Lin Ting was horrified, and said in a trembling voice: “Impossible, this is
impossible…”
Just when Lin Ting and the audience were shocked by Yash Nicsshi’s
shocking kick,
suddenly a group of police officers with guns and live ammunition broke
in at the door.
The leader of the team was Wang Zhixing, the captain of the criminal
investigation team.
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“Who told you to come in, get out, I don’t know that Tang Ye’s proud
protégé Lin Ting, Mr. Lin
is doing business here?”
Lin Ting’s men who blocked the door were stern and stern. Wang Zhixing
cursed.
He tried to use Lin Ting and Tang Beidou to frighten Wang Zhixing and
make Wang Zhixing
get out.

Wang Zhixing looked at the men in black, and coldly commanded: “Grab
them all, rebels,
don’t need to warn, shoot directly.” After the words
fell, the group of criminal investigators with guns and live ammunition
behind Wang Zhixing
rushed forward and took Lin forcefully. Those of Ting’s men.
Wang Zhixing ordered the people to control the theater, and then
brought a team of men to
Lin Ting.
He looked at Lin Ting indifferently: “Lin Ting, suspected of committing
murder, threats,
commercial extortion and coercion, please come back with me to assist
in the



investigation.”
“You can stay silent, but everything you say will be recorded. Come
down, as a court
confession, handcuffed away!”
Lin Ting had already recovered from the shock at this time, and gradually
recovered.
His eyes fell on Wang Zhixing, and he said with a sneer: “You are Wang
Zhixing, the captain
of China Shipping Criminal Investigation. Since you know I am Lin Ting,
then you should
know that I am Tang’s emperor’s protégé. Do you dare to handcuff me?”
Wang Zhixing With a serious face, he said calmly: “If you dare to commit
a crime, I will dare
to handcuff you and take it away.”
His words fell, and two team members immediately stepped forward
and took out the
handcuffs to handcuff Lin Ting.
Lin Ting did not resist. He squinted his eyes and coldly warned Wang
Zhixing: “It’s easy for
you to handcuff me, but I hope you don’t regret it.”
“I’m Tang Ye’s proud pupil, and this matter is also Tang Ye. I was told to
do it. You dare to
move me, and I promise you that you won’t wear this clothes
tomorrow.”
Wang Zhixing’s face changed after hearing this. Of course he knew the
strength of Jiangnan
Wang Tang Beidou in Jiangnan Province.
Tang Beidou wants to strip off his skin is too simple!

Lin Ting’s remarks were definitely not alarmist.
However, Wang Zhixing still said with a calm face: “I still said that, if you
commit a crime, I
will arrest you. Even if you are Tang Beidou’s proud protégé, it is the
same, handcuff it!”
Kaka Kaka!
A pair of bright handcuffs handcuffed Lin Ting.
Song Pingting, Song Qingqing, Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli and others
couldn’t help but
applaud Wang Zhixing’s integrity.



At this time, Yash Nics had already stepped down from the ring.
Wang Zhixing reverently said: “I have seen Mr. Yash!”
Yash Nics nodded slightly: “Captain Wang, you are here at the right time,
and you will leave
the matter here.”
Wang Zhixing respectfully said: “Mr. Yash, rest assured, this is my duty.
Where.”
Lin Ting looked at Yash Nics coldly. He seemed to be re-acquainting Yash
Nics, and said
with a sneer: “Yash Nics, you actually called the China Shipping Criminal
Investigation
Captain to escort you, but you think you can save it like this Are you?”
Yash Nics said with a smile: “You suspects have already been arrested,
what’s the
problem?”
Lin Ting sneered: “The problem is big, and this matter will soon be
passed on. In the ears of
Lord Tang, you just wait to bear the anger of Lord Tang!”
Yash Nics chuckled lightly, “Do you think I would be afraid of Tang
Beidou?”
Lin Ting was startled when he heard this, he suddenly remembered that
Yash Nics is really
real. Don’t be afraid of Lord Tang.
If Yash Nics was afraid of Lord Tang, he would not dare to destroy the
Zhu family, nor would
he dare to beat the Lu family.

Using Tang Ye’s to scare Yash Nics is undoubtedly a joke!
Lin Ting’s expression was ugly, and he stared at Yash Nics and Wang
Zhixing bitterly: “Okay,
you really don’t shed tears if you don’t see the coffin.”
“It’s 9 p.m., if it’s before 12 p.m. Yash Nics, you don’t come to apologize,
Wang Zhixing, if
you don’t come to kneel and beg for mercy, you just wait for it to be
done!”
Yash Nics and Wang Zhixing smiled at each other, Wang Zhixing Shen
said: “Take it away!”
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Tang Beidou’s emperor’s protégé Lin Ting, brought Wu Chi to Yash Nics.
But Wu Chi was
kicked to death by Yash Nics, and the news that Lin Ting was also
arrested by Wang Zhixing
spread wildly.
This news soon reached the ears of Tang Beidou, the provincial capital!
After listening to the report from the butler, Tang Beidou showed a
surprised expression for
the first time: “What, you said Wu Chi was killed by Yash Nics? And
Wang Zhixing, the police
investigation captain of Mannity, dared to help Yash Nics and arrest Lin
Ting. Get up?”
Tang Sancai, the butler, said respectfully: “Yes, sir.”
Tang Beidou’s eyes showed a look of anger: “We underestimated Yash
Nics’s strength, and
even more underestimated Yash Nics’s influence in Mannity. There is
only one Wang Zhixing
in Mannity. Dare to escort Yash Nics and confront me directly.”
Tang Sancai said, “Master, this matter has been spread. Everyone knows
that Lin Ting is
your protégé.”
“If this matter can’t keep Lin Ting, no A lesson for Yash Nics and Wang
Zhixing. Then any
dog or cat in the future will dare to challenge your master.”
Tang Beidou squinted and said, “Call Li Huaian and let him go. Mannity.”

Li Huaian, the deputy city of Tianhai City, is also the leader of the Tianhai
City Police.
Tianhai City is a provincial capital, and Mannity City is under the
jurisdiction of Tianhai City.
Li Huaian is not only the direct leader of the Mannity City Police, but also
the superior leader
of the entire Mannity.
Tang Beidou asked Li Huai’an to go to Mannity to deal with Lin Ting’s
affairs. It can be said
that he attached great importance to it, and he was going to severely
teach Yash Nics and
Wang Zhixing.
Tang San said excitedly: “Yes, I will contact Mr. Li now!”



…
Li Huaian took a special plane with a group of subordinates, calmly, and
arrived at Mannity
Airport soon.
China Shipping didn’t know Li Huai’an was coming, so he didn’t come to
meet him.
Li Huaian did not go to the City Zun Mansion either, but after coming out
of the airport, he
went straight to the office of the Criminal Investigation Brigade.
Li Huaian brought his entourage to the Criminal Investigation Brigade
aggressively.
The guard on duty saw someone breaking in in the middle of the night,
and was about to
drink and ask who?
But the door guard suddenly saw the epaulettes of Li Huaian’s first-level
police inspector, his
pupils suddenly enlarged, and he stood up straight in fright, and saluted:
“Good leadership!”
Li Huaian didn’t even look at the door guard, strode in, his mouth was
cold. Coldly said: “Let
Wang Zhixing roll over to see me immediately!” The
guard’s face changed drastically, and he trembled: “Yes, I will
immediately notify Captain
Wang to see you.”
Li Huaian brought a group of subordinates and came to Wang Zhixing’s.
office.

He sat down directly on Wang Zhixing’s office chair, and several of his
subordinates stood
beside him with serious faces and hands down, waiting for Wang
Zhixing’s arrival.
Soon, Wang Zhixing hurriedly arrived with a few of his men.
Wang Zhixing was also taken aback when he saw Li Huai’an, and he
quickly saluted: “I have
seen Li Ju !”
Li Huai’an
snorted coldly, “I thought you didn’t know me!” Wang Zhixing laughed
with him, “How could



it be possible? , You are the direct leader of our Mannity. I went to the
provincial capital
several times to listen to your meeting.”
Li Huaian squinted, “Who
asked you to arrest Lin Ting?” Wang Zhixing reported truthfully: “Report
to the leader, Lin
Ting. Suspected of murder, commercial extortion, coercion and other
crimes. I acted in
accordance with the law before arresting him… ”
Bang!
Li Huaian slapped the table with a slap, and said angrily: “You are
presumptuous, Lin Ting is
Tang Ye’s proud disciple. How could it be possible to commit a crime?
You immediately let
him go.”
Wang Zhixing lowered his head and said quietly, “No Let go!”
Li Huaian widened his eyes when he heard the words, and several of his
entourage also
widened their eyes. Did Wang Zhixing eat the courage of the bear heart
and leopard, or did
he not want to do it?
Li Huaian looked at Wang Zhixing with an unkind look: “What did you
just say, can’t you let it
go?”
Wang Zhixing gritted his teeth and said in a low voice, “It wasn’t me who
did not agree to let
people go!”

An angry expression appeared in Li Huaian’s eyes. , He laughed furiously:
“I said to let
people go, who would dare to say that I would not agree to let them
go?”
“I said!”
A flat voice came from the door, and Li Huaian and others were all taken
aback, and they all
moved towards Look at the door.
Then I saw a man with a tall stature and star-like eyes, coming in
unhurriedly.
This tall man is Yash Nics.
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The moment Li Huaian saw Yash Nics, he was stunned for a moment.
He suddenly recognized the real identity of the man in front of him.
When he went to the
north for a meeting last year, he was fortunate to meet Yash Nics once.
The incredible arrogance on his face, of course, disappeared instantly,
looking at Yash
Nics’s eyes, showing deep awe.
Li Huaian was shocked when he recognized Yash Nics’s identity.
His level is actually the same level as Wang Daofang.
If you want to compare with Yash Nics, you don’t deserve to carry shoes
at all.
Similarly, if Yash Nics wants to teach him, it is as simple as drinking
water.
At this moment, besides awe, Li Huaian had deep fear in his eyes.
He was already scolding his mother in his heart, scolding all the
eighteenth generations of
Tang Beidou’s ancestor.

It’s not good for you to provoke, you don’t provoke on earth, you must
provoke heaven.
Tang Beidou, you fucking want to die, don’t hurt me!
When Li Huaian saw Yash Nics, he was so frightened that he was about
to come over to say
hello to Yash Nics in fear.
But the several subordinates behind him also knew Yash Nics. When
they saw Yash Nics
dared to be rude to Li Ju, they all looked angry and shouted: “Bold, you
are the bold and
reckless Yash Nics, handcuffed! “At the
moment, there are two people coming over aggressively to handcuff
Yash Nics.
The cold sweat on Li Huaian’s forehead burst out, and he was so
frightened that he hurriedly
shouted, “Stop it, stop it all!”
Several subordinates didn’t expect Li Ju to be excited. They were all
confused and staring
blankly. Looking at Li Hai’an, he wondered: “Li Ju, what’s the matter?
This kid isn’t rude to



you, let’s handcuff him!”
Li Huaian wanted to draw a few big mouths from his subordinates. If you
dare to handcuff
this big man, It is estimated that our days will come to an end!
He shouted angrily: “Who made you presumptuous, give me back all!”
Several subordinates were dumbfounded. Although they didn’t know
what was going on, the
leader’s words must be listened to and honestly stepped aside.
After Li Huaian drew back some of his subordinates, he immediately trot
over and smiled
flatly at Yash Nics: “Young…”
Yash Nics raised his hand: “You are not my subordinate, you don’t need
to call me Young
Master! ”
Li Huaian was taken aback, and immediately understood that Yash Nics
did not want to
reveal his identity. He immediately said, “Yes, I should call you Mr.
Yash.”
Li Huaian wiped the office chair and said with a smile: “Mr. Yash, please
sit down.”

Several of his subordinates were dumbfounded.
All of them couldn’t understand why, in Li Huaian’s identity, why did he
show such flattery to
Yash Nics?
Even if Li Huaian was so flattery to Jiangnan King Tang Beidou!
Wang Zhixing watched his nose and mouth, as if he hadn’t seen
anything.
But he was already happy in his heart, thinking: damn it, let you come
and play with me.
Wasn’t it arrogant just now? How did you recognize Mr. Yash’s identity
and scared him into a
pug? You have today too!
Yash Nics sat down on the office chair and said faintly: “You are Li
Huaian, the leader from
the provincial capital. It is really hard for you to come down from the
provincial capital
overnight.”



Li Huaian laughed and said, “Mr. Yash, your name is I talk of the town on
the line. ” ”
I came tonight from the day the sea, is that Lin Ting and other criminals
turned out to be
detrimental to your family with you. ” ”
I am very angry, made a special trip over supervision of the case and
punish the murderer. ”
office Here, not only Wang Zhixing and his subordinates, but also Li
Huaian’s subordinates
were stunned.
Wang Zhixing glanced at Li Huaian and cursed in his heart: Old fox, his
face has become so
fast. A moment ago, he said fiercely that he wanted me to release Lin
Ting, but now he
changed his words and said that he was here to punish Lin Ting severely.
Yash Nics looked at Li Huaian with interest, and teased: “Is that right, but
when I just came
in, I seemed to hear you asking Captain Wang to release people?”
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Li Huaian couldn’t help wiping the cold sweat from his forehead upon
hearing this.
He smiled and said: “I was testing Captain Wang to see if he could stand
the test.”
Li Huaian said, looking at Wang Zhixing next to him, and said: “It turns
out that Captain
Wang is very qualified. I am very pleased. ! ”
Wang Zhixing heads held high, sharp eyes and keen nose nose view of
the mouth, shouted
out:” Thank you praise the leadership “!
Ning mouth slightly higher, which can be considered only Li Huai old fox.
Just when Li Huaian breathed a sigh of relief, suddenly an officer on duty
came in from
outside, saluted and said loudly: “Hello leaders!”
Wang Zhixing frowned: “What’s the matter?” The
officer on duty reported: “Captain Wang, Lin Ting in the detention room
said loudly that it
would be 12 o’clock in ten minutes. He asked you to kneel down and
apologize to him, and



Yash Nics would go to him to commit suicide and apologize, obediently
offering Ningda
Company!”
Wang Zhixing said angrily: “Laughter!”
Yash Nics looked at Li Huaian: “Old Li, since you are here to supervise
the case, you have
now seen the arrogance of the criminal Lin Ting. What do you say about
this? ? ”
Li Huai Taking care said:”! he is still the matter of good make a
decision, ”
Ning smiled:” Since Lin Ting clamor let me see him, commit suicide in
front of him, then I
went to see previous See him!”
Lin Ting sat on the iron frame bed carelessly in the detention room.
Suddenly, the iron gate was opened with a bang.
Then, Li Huaian, Wang Zhixing and others appeared at the door.

Lin Ting saw Li Huaian with ecstasy in his eyes. He knew that Tang
Beidou must have
invited Li Huaian to rescue him.
With Li Huai’an, even if Mannity City Zun Zhou Ruoshu, he must wait
cautiously. Who else
would dare to be arrogant?
Lin Ting discovered that although Li Huaian appeared, he did not greet
him.
What’s going on here?
avoid arousing suspicion? Well, it must be to avoid suspicion!
At this moment, Yash Nics came in from the door and walked into the
detention room.
Li Huaian, Wang Zhixing and others did not come in, but stood outside
the door, and even
after Yash Nics came in, they closed the door again.
boom!
After the iron gate was closed again, only Yash Nics and Lin Ting
remained in the detention
room.
Lin Ting looked at Yash Nics grinningly: “Boy, now you know that Lord
Tang is amazing, is it



because leader Li is here and you have nowhere but to come to me and
die?”
Yash Nics looked at Lin Ting, faintly “You are the most dead person I
have ever seen!”
“I have warned Tang Beidou not to come to Mannity to provoke me. You
come to deal with
me. I don’t care, but you shouldn’t threaten my wife!”
Lin Ting Sneered: “Hehe, did you come from killing and apologizing, or
did you come to
scare me?”
“Since you know that Leader Li is so powerful, then you should kneel
down and commit
suicide now. If I am satisfied, I will take good care of your wife after you
die. Hahaha.”
Yash Nics snorted coldly, “You’re looking for death!” When the

voice fell, Yash Nics moved, very fast.
With a flower in front of Lin Ting’s eyes, Yash Nics had already arrived in
front of him.
With a bang, Yash Nics punched him in the chest.
In an instant, he was beaten up and spouted a mouthful of blood, flew
out, hit the wall
fiercely, and then slid down the wall.
Lin Ting’s chest bones were all broken, and his entire face became
distorted because of
pain.
Panic appeared in his eyes for the first time, and he said with difficulty,
“Leading them is
outside the door. You dare to move me. Are you afraid that your whole
family will suffer?”
Yash Nics sneered and said: “Don’t say he is outside, even if he is in front
of you, what can
you do?”
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After finishing speaking, Yash Nics ordered Li Huaian outside the door to
come in with
Wang Zhixing and others.
Li Huaian and Wang Zhixing and the others hurriedly opened the door
and came in. Li



Huaian asked in fear, “Mr. Yash, what do you want me to do?”
Lin Ting, who was seriously injured, almost vomited blood when he
heard this.
Lin Ting looked at Li Huai’an in disbelief to plead with Yash Nics. He
couldn’t figure out what
was going on even though he wanted to break his head?
Wasn’t Li Huaian sent by Lord Tang to rescue him?
Ning readily come up with a death report, handed Li Huai, light, said:.
“This is a death report
Lin Ting, Lin Ting attempts to harm staff to visit Yash Nics, Ning
self-defense was
overthrown, and finally killed.”

“Lee If Huai’an recognizes this fact, you can sign on Lin Ting’s death
report!”
Li Huai’an was dumbfounded, Yash Nics was going to kill Lin Ting in front
of him, and he
wanted him to be on Lin Ting’s death report. signature.
He gritted his teeth, signed his name on the death report in front of Lin
Ting and the others,
and instructed: It is true.
Yash Nics turned his head and looked at Lin Ting whose eyes were about
to protrude, and
said indifferently: “Look, the people Tang Beidou invited can’t save you.
Remember to be a
good person in the next life.”
Yash Nics finished speaking and raised his foot. The foot kicked Lin Ting’s
neck.
Wang Zhixing and the others looked at Yash Nics in shock, yelling in a
frantic heart: Hao
Heng, it’s so holy. Killing the person you want to cover directly, and you
have to sign the
death report, the marshal is really domineering.
Not only Wang Zhixing felt that Yash Nics was arrogant, but Li Huaian
also saw Yash Nics’s
strong side.
Yash Nicsming knew that Lin Ting was Tang Beidou’s proud protégé, and
he also knew that
Li Huaian came from the provincial capital overnight to protect Lin Ting.



But Yash Nics still killed Lin Ting in front of Li Huaian.
He even asked Li Huaian to sign Lin Ting’s death report.
This was no longer as simple as killing Lin Ting, but at the same time, it
was also slapped
Tang Beidou and Li Huaian in the face.
However, Li Huaian did not dare to complain.
Because Yash Nics was really strong, so strong that he didn’t dare to
provoke him at all, he
didn’t even dare to have resentment.
The only thing he complained about now was Tang Beidou, who secretly
cursed in his heart:
Damn, what kind of bad things are asking me for help!

Yash Nics faintly told Li Huaian: “After you go back to the provincial
capital, send this death
report to Tang Beidou. Let him know that this is the end that touched
my bottom line, and
warn him not to send anyone to Mannity.”
Li Huaian Hurriedly said: “Yes, I will do it.”
Yash Nics looked at Li Huai’an, and said with a smile: “And you must not
reveal the secret of
my identity. If my identity is secreted, then whether or not you leaked it
out, I You are the
only one to ask!”
Li Huaian said with trepidation: “Mr. Yash, don’t worry, I and my
subordinates will absolutely
keep the matter of tonight a secret, let alone reveal your identity.”
Yash Nics nodded slightly. Then he left the criminal investigation team
and drove home.
When I got home, it was already past 12 o’clock in the evening.
Except for her daughter Song Qingqing, who was already asleep, Song
Pingting, Song
Zhongbin, and Ma Xiaoli were not asleep, waiting in the living room
anxiously for Yash
Nics’s return.
Song Pingting and the others saw Yash Nics open the door and let them
go.
Song Pingting greeted him and asked with concern: “Yash Nics, you went
to the Criminal



Investigation Brigade, they didn’t embarrass you?”
Yash Nics smiled and said, “How is it possible ? I am assisting Captain
Wang and the others
in investigating the crime.”
“Captain Wang also said. I want to send me a pennant to be a good
citizen, but I refused.”
Song Pingting’s family finally felt relieved after hearing this. Song
Pingting sighed softly and
said, “Ah, since our Ningda Group, a small company, has taken the liver
cancer vaccine
agency rights of Professor Jiang. Many consortia are jealous. Come to
trouble us.”
Yash Nics smiled comfortingly: “Don’t worry, I’ll be there for
everything!”
Song Pingting heard the words, her heart was warm, and her eyes were
moved.

Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli, seeing that Yash Nics and Song Pingting
were both full of
tender eyes, they quietly returned to the room, leaving space for the
young couple.
Song Pingting found that her parents had returned to the room and
made room for her and
Yash Nics.
Her pretty face turned red, she was a little bit ashamed, she didn’t dare
to look at Yash Nics
again, and asked in a low voice: “Yash Nics, are you hungry, do you want
me to cook noodles
for you?”
Yash Nics smiled and said, “Okay. I also want to add an egg. I like to eat
egg noodles
cooked by your wife.”
“Yeah!”
Song Pingting cooked the egg noodles for Yash Nics herself.
She was not hungry, so she watched Yash Nics eat.
Looking at Yash Nics’s way of eating deliciously, she couldn’t help but
raise the corners of
her mouth slightly.
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next day, in the morning.
Tianhai Provincial City, Tang Mansion.
Tang Beidou received the distinguished guest Li Huaian in his luxurious
study.
But when Tang Beidou read the death report that Li Huaian handed over,
the smile on his
face froze.

Tang Beidou squinted his eyes and put the death report on the tea case.
He said faintly: “Mr.
Li, what is the situation, I am a little confused. Can you explain it to me?”
Li Huaian looked at his nose and mouth. In an official manner, he calmly
said: “The situation
is as written in the report. The suspect Lin Ting attacked Yash Nics in the
detention room.
Yash Nics was defending and killed Lin Ting.”
Tang Beidou played with it . Did you sign the death report, Mr. Li?”
Li Huaian bit his head and said, “The situation is true. I am the leader of
the highest position
on the spot, so I signed it.”
Tang Beidou was silent, and Li Huaian came and passed on After too
many signals, he has
realized that something is not right.
Li Huaian rushed to Mannity last night, and as Li Huaian, he could not
keep Lin Ting, which
made Tang Beidou feel incredible.
What made Tang Beidou even more unbelievable was that Yash Nics also
killed Lin Ting in
front of Li Huai’an, which was simply slapping Li Huai’an in the face.
But what I wonder is that Li Huaian didn’t have an attack, but came back
dingy.
It was the first time that Tang Beidou saw Li Huaian for his domineering
and strong temper,
and such a weak and weak Li Huaian.
Tang Beidou felt that the only explanation was: Yash Nics is not simple,
he has a lot of
background. Even Li Huaian had to cock his tail in front of Yash Nics!



He looked at Li Huaian at this time and said slowly: “Mr. Li, let’s talk
about it.”
Li Huaian pretended to be at a loss: “What are you talking about?”
Tang Beidou snorted coldly: “Talk about Yash Nics, what background
does it have that made
you go to Mannity aggressively and come back dingy?” How

dare Li Huaian divulge Yash Nics’s identity, he hesitated for a moment,
and then advised:
“Tang Ye, Yash Nics is not easy to mess with. I don’t want to mess with
him. I also suggest
you don’t mess with him. Let the past things go!”
Tang Beidou said coldly, “The four big families I support, Zhujia Being
defeated by Yash
Nics, the Lu family was badly beaten by Yash Nics, and the boy of the
Ouyang family was
interrupted by Yash Nics.”
“My godson Qin Jin and proud pupil Lin Ting died in Yash Nics’s hands.
” Do you persuade me to forgive Yash Nics now?”
Li Huaian didn’t dare to look at Tang Beidou, and said bit the bullet,
“Leaving Yash Nics is
actually letting you off Tang Ye.”
Tang Beidou laughed angrily when he heard the words. “Let me go?
Haha, what you are
talking about is getting more and more interesting, as if Yash Nics can
still do to me. You
have been in the provincial capital for so many years, you don’t know
this Jiangnan
Province, who has the final say?”
Li Huaian replied: “Of course it is Tang Ye you have the final say!”
Li Huaian’s answer made Tang Beidou angry a little.
What Tang Beidou didn’t know was that Li Huaian thought in his heart:
You are a snake in
the south of the Yangtze River, but Yash Nics is a raptor. If Yash Nics is
true, I am afraid you
will turn into a dead snake.
When Tang Beidou saw Li Huaian, he also admitted that Jiangnan
Province is his best.



He calmed down a bit, and his tone also eased a little, and snorted coldly:
“It seems that you
still know who is the real master of Jiangnan Province, and Yash Nics in
the area of Mannity
is also worthy to challenge me?”
“Yash Nics’s fate, yet? There is a cash cow for liver cancer vaccines, I
have to make it!”
“If you give me face, just tell me, what background does Yash Nics
have?”
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Li Huaian didn’t dare to say directly about Yash Nics’s identity, but
looking at Tang Beidou’s
current attitude, if he didn’t say something, Tang Beidou would not give
up.
So, he hesitated and said: “Yash Nics belongs to the Northern Army,
Major General Wang
Daofang, you know, and Yash Nics was once a leader and subordinate.”
Li Huaian’s words already hinted, Yash Nics belongs to the Northern
Army!
Moreover, Wang Daofang was once Yash Nics’s subordinate, which
already implies that
Yash Nics is the young commander of the North.
However, Tang Beidou had a misunderstanding of Li Huaian’s remarks.
Tang Beidou muttered to himself: “Yash Nics belongs to the Northern
Territory, and Wang
Daofang was once the relationship between leaders and subordinates?”
“I see, you mean Yash Nics served in the Northern Territory before he
retired from the army.
And Wang Daofang It is Yash Nics’s leader, and Yash Nics is Wang
Daofang’s subordinate.
Wang Daofang is covering Yash Nics, right?”
Li Huaian didn’t expect Tang Beidou to understand it wrong!
However, Yash Nics warned him not to talk too much. He just vaguely
reminded Tang
Beidou that he was already dying.
At this time, seeing that Tang Beidou did not understand his vague
reminder, he did not dare



to explain, and said vaguely: “Anyway, Yash Nics and Wang Daofang are
in the same group. I
advise Tang Ye not to mess with it. I was right. ”
And in the future about Yash Nics, don’t call me.”
After speaking, Li Huaian left.

Tang Beidou looked at Li Huai’an’s back and said with contempt: “Oh,
Wang Daofang is just
a major general. How do you say Li Huai’an is also a first-level police
inspector, at the same
level as Wang Daofang. You are afraid of Wang Daofang, really soft.
Egg!”
Tang Sancai, the steward next to him, said cautiously, “Although Li
Huaian is at the same
level as Wang Daofang, Li Huaian is in charge of the police force system.
Compared with
Wang Daofang, who is in charge of troops, he is still a little weaker.
” He doesn’t want to offend Wang Daofang, he doesn’t want to touch
Yash Nics, which is
understandable.”
Tang Beidou said faintly: “Ouyang Ting’s son was broken by Yash Nics,
and the Ouyang
family is also ambitious about liver cancer vaccines. Ouyang Ting took
the initiative to ask
Ying to deal with Yash Nics several times. Now that Lin Ting is broken, let
this matter.
Ouyang Ting will do it.”
Tang Sancai: “Yes, I will notify Ouyang Ting!”
Tang Beidou narrowed his eyes and said, “Tell Ouyang Ting to be
high-profile when killing
Yash Nics. I want people in Jiangnan to know that I, Tang Someone is still
the king of
Jiangnan.”
Tang Sancai: “Yes, sir!”
… In the
morning, Tong Handong and Ma Baozhi and his wife left for the north.
Yash Nics, Song Pingting’s family, and Tong Ke went to the airport to see
them off.



Tong Handong was still upset because Tong Ke did not agree to be with
Ouyang Xuan. At
this time, he coldly snorted: “Okay, we are about to board the plane, you
all go back.”
Ma Baozhi also told his daughter: “Xiao Ke, Xuan. Little is still very good,
you think about it
again.”
“Also, even if you don’t like Xuan Shao, don’t just make other boyfriends,
especially your
brother-in-law’s trash!”

Tong Ke was anxious and angrily stomped. Feet said: “It’s okay, okay,
mom and dad, you say a few words.” After sending Tong Handong and
his wife away, Yash
Nics’s family drove back with Tong Ke.
On the way, Song Pingting asked Tong Ke’s next plan?
Tong Ke giggled and said: “I don’t have any plans, just wait for your
Ningda Group’s
pharmaceutical factory to be completed. Our vaccine team will be
stationed in your
pharmaceutical factory and act as a technical consultant.”
“Heh, cousin, brother-in-law, I will be here with you in the future. While
working.”
Song Pingting smiled: “China Shipping is not as good as the big cities in
the north. Why do
you seem to be very happy to work in China Shipping in the future?”
Tong Ke glanced at Yash Nics, who was in charge of driving, with slick
eyes. Turning around
twice, he said, “Of course I am happy to be able to live and work with my
cousin and your
family.”
Having said that, Tong Ke turned off the topic and said: “By the way,
cousin, how is your
company’s pharmaceutical factory?”
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Song Pingting said with a smile: “The construction team at the Phoenix
Chong
Pharmaceutical Factory is working in an orderly manner. Ready to start
recruiting



pharmaceutical factory workers.”
“The only problem now is to introduce pharmaceutical production
equipment, get the first
production line out, and produce the first batch of vaccine products.”
Yash Nics said faintly: “The production line of the pharmaceutical factory.
Equipment, wife,
have you figured out where to introduce it from?”

Song Pingting nodded: “I have contacted two famous pharmaceutical
equipment
companies, one is Blue Sky Pharmaceutical Equipment Company, and
the other is Gemini
International Pharmaceutical Equipment Company. ”
Blue Sky is the largest pharmaceutical equipment company in Jiangnan
Province. Its
advantage is that the price is lower and the supply is easier; the
disadvantage is that it is
high-tech equipment, which is not comparable to famous foreign
companies.”
“Gemini is a famous pharmaceutical company in Korea. Equipment
company, its advantage
is that all equipment is the most advanced, the disadvantage is that the
price is very
expensive, and the introduction of equipment from them often has
additional conditions.”
Yash Nics asked curiously: “Since both Lantian and Gemini are both
I’m not perfect, why not consider Feilong Pharmaceutical Equipment
Company in the
north?” Song Pingting couldn’t help rolling her eyes when she heard the
words, and said
angrily: “Of course, I know that Feilong’s pharmaceutical equipment is
the highest level in
China, even It belongs to the world’s top level.”
“But the problem is that the flying dragon belongs to the military factory.
The equipment
they produce is only provided to state-owned companies. How can they
sell the equipment
to a small company like Ningda?”
Yash Nics said with a smile, ” That may not be



true , should I try?” Song Pingting shook her head and said, “No need!”
“I also hoped to be able to import equipment from Feilong at first, but I
consulted
professionals and they concluded that no Possibly. That’s why I took the
second place and
contacted Lantian and Gemini.”
“Blue Sky and Gemini have good equipment. I have already met with
Park Chengjun,
President of Gemini Group, at the company at noon, hoping to reach a
willingness to
cooperate with him.”
Yash Nics wanted to say that he could handle Feilong, but I heard that
Song Pingting had an
appointment with the president of Gemini to meet today. After
discussing the cooperation,
he didn’t say anything.

In the afternoon, Song Pingting went to the company and led the
company’s executives to
receive Park Sung-jun and negotiate the introduction of pharmaceutical
equipment.
When Tong Ke was bored, she took Yash Nics out and went to the
famous Internet celebrity
barbecue restaurant to eat barbecue.
Wangfei Korean barbecue restaurant, a Korean barbecue restaurant in
Mannity City that has
been very prosperous recently.
This shop has a nice environment and beautiful decoration.
There are a lot of customers in the store, and they are all handsome men
and beautiful
women. There are even many Koreans eating here.
Tong Ke and Yash Nics asked for a seat. Tong Ke ordered beef tenderloin,
steak, sea prawns
and other foods, and finally ordered a bottle of white wine, surrounded
by the grill with Yash
Nics, and had a barbecue with enthusiasm.
She is also holding a mobile phone, taking pictures from time to time
and posting to
Moments.



Yash Nics was full of depression: “Are you here to eat, or to take photos
and post to
Moments?”
Tong Ke giggled and said, “Brother-in-law, you don’t understand this. If
you don’t share your
Moments for meals and travel, you still have to What’s the point?”
Yash Nics was speechless. He was a few years old from Tong Ke, but he
felt that there was
an unbridgeable gap between him and Tong Ke.
Yash Nics can’t understand that every meal has to be posted to
Moments, and he doesn’t
think this kind of Korean barbecue is delicious. He feels that the hot pot
is not as good as
the Sichuan restaurant.
But Tong Ke eats with relish!
Next to me is a group of Koreans, and Koreans seem to like to yell
wherever they are.

Headed by this group of Koreans is a young man wearing a white shirt
and black trousers,
wearing gold glasses, with a gentle arrogance.
While drinking with his friends at the table, he yelled a few words in
Korean from time to
time, making his companions laugh from time to time.
Yash Nics doesn’t understand Korean, so I don’t know what these guys
are talking about?
However, Tong Ke has learned Korean. At this time, when she heard
those people’s words,
she couldn’t help frowning and looked at the group of Korean men at
the next table in
shame.
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Yash Nics noticed Tong Ke’s expression, she asked softly: “What’s
wrong?”
Tong Ke said angrily: “The guy with glasses should be the son of a Korean
consortium. I’m
bragging to his friends about how many women he has played with in
China. It’s disgusting!”



Yash Nics said lightly, “There will be a few flies everywhere, just get used
to it.”
Tong Ke stood up and said, “Brother-in-law, first. Eat, I’ll go to the
bathroom.” As
she said, she walked straight towards the bathroom.
Tong Ke is wearing a white tight-fitting T-shirt, paired with a pair of blue
slim-fitting jeans,
and a pair of white shoes on her feet, which looks slim and ready to be
put.
Several Korean men at the next table noticed Tong Ke passing by, all of
them yelled, and
some even whistled frivolously.
Wearing gold glasses, Park Yijun, who was already drinking a little bit
drunk, even brightened
his eyes: “Hey, this girl grows very pure and beautiful. It’s my dish!”
Several of his companions all booed: “Pu Yijun, didn’t you say that when
the Chinese beauty
saw us, she just stared in her eyes and shouted Oba and Ouba’s initiative
to pounce on it?”

“You also said that you have played with many Chinese beauties, this girl
looks like Yes, why
don’t you try to hook up?”
Park Yijun is not bad, is 1.8 meters tall, and is very rich. Coupled with the
aura of foreign
friends, he will not be disadvantaged when hooking up girls in China.
He looked at Tong Ke’s slender and well-proportioned back, and said
with a squint, “Okay, I’ll
show you my charm and see how I messed up her directly in the
bathroom.”
Then he said. Stand up and follow Tong Ke.
Tong Ke just walked to the bathroom door and heard footsteps behind
him.
She stopped subconsciously, turned around, and then saw Park Yijun,
who was a little
drunk.
Park Yijun smiled and said in fluent Chinese: “Hi, hello this beauty, my
name is Park Yijun,
from South Korea, I am the general manager of the Gemini Group.”



Tong Ke has no affection for Park Yijun and is indifferent. Asked: “What’s
the matter?”
Park Yijun put a hand on the wall, looked at Tong Ke condescendingly,
and smiled evilly:
“Ming people don’t talk secretly, I like you, I don’t know if you are
interested. Let me have a
passionate encounter?”
Park Yijun said, glanced at the women’s bathroom intentionally or
unintentionally, and then
added: “The location is the women’s bathroom!”
Tong Ke’s pretty face changed drastically, and she quickly avoided a little.
He scolded: “Go
away, I don’t know you. Believe it or not, I call the police and arrest
you?”
Park Yijun laughed and said: “I have the diplomatic immunity, even if I
force you. No one
dared to catch me.”
Tong Ke saw that this guy was bad in his words and deeds, and his body
was full of alcohol.
She didn’t want to reason with such a drunk and couldn’t afford to avoid
it, so she turned
and wanted to leave.

But Park Yijun grabbed Tong Ke’s hand and forbidden her to leave. He
snorted and said
arrogantly: “What kind of dress you are, you Chinese women are like this.
I obviously like our
Korean handsome guys, but they want Pretend to be reserved.”
“Don’t fucking pretend, I’m fond of you, I have to look at you once.”
“Do you want money, just ask how much you want, are these enough?”
Park Yijun said, digging out A large stack of dollars wanted to be stuffed
directly into Tong
Ke’s collar.
The face value of this stack of US dollars is all one hundred, and all add
up to several tens of
thousands, and if it is changed into renminbi, it is also more than two
hundred thousand.
This trick, Park Yijun used to try and talk to beautiful women in bars.



But Tong Ke pushed him away hard, and the banknotes were scattered
all over the floor.
Tong Ke angrily scolded: “Asshole, do you know how to respect the lady,
take the money and
go home and play with your mother!”
Park Yijun was furious. He raised his palm to hit Tong Ke, cursing, “Bitch,
don’t you dare to
give me face!” Before
his palm fell, an indifferent man’s voice sounded in his ear: “You dare to
touch her hair, don’t
want your hand.”
Park Yijun was taken aback, and turned around to find a man with a tall
figure and star-like
eyes, looking at him with indifference.
This man with a cold face is Yash Nics!


